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HOTEL TAXIS  
COMFORTABLY ABOVE THE SEA!



We also offer standard courses: 
The price is set individually with the guest, according to the current tariff rate.

Take advantage of our services with a guarantee of fast and safe travel. Hotel taxis are available to our guests - 24h/7.  
Order a taxi: +48 58 667 77 77 / +48 660 784 507

GDYNIA, EJSMONDA  2 T: +48 58 667 77 77 HOTEL@NADMORSKI.PL

www.nadmorski.pl

Zapraszamy!

Hotel taxis - reach the destination quickly and safely.

Take advantage of our transfers offer *:
DAY 

06:00-22:00 
NIGHT

after 22:00 
HOLIDAYS

Transportation from and to the Hotel and the Airport - Gdańsk im. Lecha Wałęsy:  100,-  120,-  120,-

 Transportation from and to the Hotel and the Main Station PKP - Gdynia Główna:  22,-  25,-  25,-

  Transportation from and to the Hotel and the Ferry Terminal - Gdynia:  35,-  -  -
 *To add the cost of a taxi to the hotel bill, please add 23% VAT.

Taxi by the Tri-City -  trips to the most interesting places in the area.

We offer tours in the Tri-City**:

GDYNIA  from 150,- (about 2h)

PROGRAM: Kosciuszko Square / Stone Mountain / Pier in Orłowo

SOPOT  from 200,- (about 4h)

PROGRAM: Pier in Sopot / Monte Cassino Promenade / Crooked House

GDAŃSK  from 350,- (about 5h)

PROGRAM: Oliwa Cathedral / Organ Concert / Oliwa Park - sightseeing, Old Town.
Visiting the Old Town: Golden Gate; Torture Chamber; Old Town Hall; Artus Court, Neptune’s Monument, Green Gate,
walk along the old coast on the Motława River - to the Old Crane then walk along Mariacka St.-  famous
from Gdańsk ambers, the Marciacki Church and the European Solidarity Centre in Gdańsk

whole TRI-CITY  from 450,- (about 6h)

Selected locations in Gdynia, Sopot and Gdansk, determined individually in accordance with the wishes of the Guest

*To add the cost of a taxi to the hotel bill, please add 23% VAT.
** there is a possibility of using the licensed guide’s services for an additional fee. The price is set individually.

we also offer trips around the Tri-City. You will see the most interesting places in selected locations and our taxi drivers will tell you 
story and lots of interesting things and legends about them.

Order a hotel taxi and enjoy a comfortable adventure in the Tri-City. We are at your disposal at any time of the year. 
Order a trip: +48 58 667 77 77 / +48 660 784 507

Experienced behind the wheel!
Taxi drivers have been cooperating with Hotel Nadmorski **** for many years. They are proven, responsible, reliable and experienced 
drivers. They know the Tricity area well and the specifics of working at the Hotel. That’s why we can provide our guests with a safe and 
secure environment and comfortable transport - always on time and to the end! Additional advantage of our taxi drivers is the knowled-
ge of English and German as well and nice appearance and communication skills.


